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Short description:
The principal subjet of this book is the construction of minimal com-

pactifications of PEL-type Shimura varieties. Using some suitable general-
izations of the algebraic theory of degeneration of abelian varieties developed
by Mumford, Falting and Chai, the author constructs toroidal and minimal
compactifications for the moduli of abelian varieties with additional PEL
structures; polarizations, endomorphisms and level structures

Review:
The subjects covered in this book are deep and of big complexity. They

fall mainly in the fields of: Number Theory, Geometry, Algebraic Geome-
try and Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry. It is addressed for researchers and
graduate students interested in these fields.

The book has an introduction, seven chapters, two appendices and 584
pages. The introduction consists of a summary of some relevant previous the-
ories and results. The author begins with the complex analytic theory recall-
ing the work of Shimura, the Satake-Baily-Borel compactifications and the
highly singular property of minimal compactifications discovered by Igusa.
He continues with the integral theory recalling the work of Falting and Chai
on smooth toroidal compactification of integral models of Siegel modular
varieties which will be the prototypes of his arithmetic compactification of
PEL-type Shimura varieties. He also profits to outline his results avoiding
many heavy notations and definitions inherent to this subject. His results
arise mainly from his thesis presented at Harvard University in 2008.

On chapter one, besides some foundations he defines the moduli problems
that will be considered. An isomorphism between the objects he considers
and some objetcs previously considered by Kottwitz is remarked.

The representability is defered to chapter seven. The main result of this
chapter is a theorem on the representability of these moduli in the category
of algebraic stacks.

Chapter two is mainly dedicated to prove the theorem previously stated
in chapter one. The proof uses deformation theory and the results collected in
the appendices. He also emphasizes the importance of the Kodaira-Spencer
maps of abelian schemes with PEL-structures to prove results of chapter six.

Chapter three, is devoted to give the elements which provide the basis to
understand the statements and the proofs of the following chapter.
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On chapter four he reproduces the theory of degeneration data for po-
larized abelian varieties of Mumford and the first three chapters of the book
of Falting and Chai. He introduces the necessary modifications according to
his own approach.

On chapter five he incorporates a theory of degeneration data for varieties
with additional structures. He introduces two appropriate categories and he
proves their equivalence. He carries out some Weil pairing calculations and
introduces the notion of cusp labels. Some formal schemes associated to
cusp labels appear. These schemes can be seen as boundary components to
be glued to obtain the required compactification.

On chapter six the theory of toroidal embeddings for torsors and mul-
tiplicative groups appear. The construction of PEL-structures incorporate
the level structures, the degeneration data and the cusps. At this step the
adequate algebraic models are included to obtain the toroidal compactifica-
tion labels. The comparison of local structures using Kodaira-Spencer maps
previously quoted in chapter two are also included.

Chapter seven begins with the study of automorphic forms that are de-
fined as global sections of certain invertible sheaves on the toroidal compacti-
fications. He continues with the the Fourier-Jacobi expansion that arises from
the local structure of toroidal compactifications. The chapter ends with the
proof of the projectivity of a large class of arithmetic toroidal compactifica-
tions.

The appendices contain basic information about algebraic stacks and the
Artin criterion. There is also a helpful index of notations and terminology.

The book is well organized, carefully written and is highly recommend-
able, mainly to the audience interested in Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry.

Vı́ctor González Aguilera.
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